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Introduction

The Homeless Release Project (HRP) was initiated in response to community needs stressed in San Francisco’s Continuum of Care: A Five Year Strategic Homeless Plan, which identified the need to monitor individuals discharged from jail in order to help secure housing and access social services. In 1996, HRP received grant monies from the United Way for a four-year pilot program to provide appropriate supervision to homeless persons arrested for misdemeanor offenses. As such, the Homeless Release Project (HRP) serves dual purposes for a socially vulnerable population. As a pretrial release program, HRP plays an important role in reducing the jail population while ensuring compliance with court mandates, and as a model of community corrections, HRP monitors homeless offenders in the community by way of intensive supervision and case management. This is an evaluative study of recidivism rates based on HRP’s first year of operation.

In San Francisco, the enormity of homelessness as a salient social problem has long penetrated the county jail and hospital facilities. A Housing Status Assessment of County Bookings, written for the San Francisco Sheriff’s Department in 1994, reported that 39% of persons booked into the County Jail were either homeless or temporarily housed. According to the City’s Department of Public Health Annual Report (1997-98), San Francisco has disproportionate rates of homelessness, substance abuse and mental illness, including the highest rate of drug emergency room visits in the nation, the highest
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suicide rate and the second highest rate of homelessness.\(^1\) An estimated 30-40% of the homeless in San Francisco suffer from serious mental illness (Tuprin and Tate 1997). In addition, upwards of 70% have substance abuse problems (Tuprin and Tate 1997; Homebase 1997). During fiscal year 1996-7, there were 9,114 involuntary detentions for psychiatric evaluation, giving San Francisco the highest per capita rate of any California county; eighty percent of those detained were estimated to have co-occurring substance abuse disorders and fifty percent were estimated to be homeless. The average length of stay in the hospital was only eighteen hours, and due to a lack of options, homeless individuals are often simply returned to the streets. Homeless populations are also vulnerable to high-risk health practices, such as needle sharing and unprotected sex, and infectious diseases, including hepatitis and tuberculosis (Wojtusik and White 1997). The homeless accounted for 18% of all existing TB cases in San Francisco (Northern California Council for the Community 1998).

The problematic effects of de-institutionalization of state mental health hospitals in the 1960’s and 1970’s have been well documented, particularly the burden it has placed on jails due to increased arrests and incarcerations of mentally ill persons (Whitmer 1980; Walsh and Bricout 1996)\(^2\). Belcher (1988) concluded that homeless mentally ill offenders are vulnerable to chronic decompensation unless they are supplied with a supportive and structured environment. However, jails are poorly equipped to properly diagnose and treat persons in need. Efforts to integrate mental health services into jails have generated basic services, yet the criminal justice system cannot ensure continued compliance with follow-up care once the offender is released into the community (Kalinich et al. 1988)\(^3\).

HRP, like other recent innovations in community corrections, is modeled on enhanced partnerships between judicial administrators and local providers as an effective method for aiding offenders’ transition back into their communities (see Leaf et al. 1993). The uniqueness of HRP is that it seeks to remedy the general disconnect offenders face from the community and familial networks (see Irwin 1985) by addressing in concert, by way of intensive case management, individualized mental/medical needs, chronic homelessness and concurring court appearances.

\(^1\) There are an estimated 11,000 to 14,000 homeless persons living in San Francisco (Homebase 1997).
\(^2\) Walsh and Bricout (1996) studied how family contacts act as linkages to mental health agencies once the offender is released from jail; this work acknowledges the effectiveness of community ties in ensuring an offender’s “continuity of care” (p. 73).
Pretrial Innovation:
Alternative Programming in the San Francisco County Jail

Prior to the initiation of HRP services, CJCJ had initiated two population-specific pretrial release programs. In the early 1980’s California’s fiscal crisis and increasing incarceration rates resulted in serious jail-overcrowding problems throughout the state. At the time, the San Francisco Sheriff’s Department was already under a two decades long consent decree to decrease its jail population and improve confinement conditions. In response to this institutional crisis, The Center on Juvenile and Criminal Justice (CJCJ) established the Supervised Misdemeanor Release Program (SMRP) in 1987. SMRP is designed to reduce jail overcrowding by serving as a jail alternative to misdemeanants arrested on bench warrants. Persons arrested for new misdemeanor offenses are regularly released by the Sheriff’s Department with a citation, or written promise to appear in court, with the exception of offenses that involve weapons or violence. After a failure to appear, a bench warrant is issued and court approval must be sought for non-financial release. SMRP staff screen the pretrial population, identify and interview eligible misdemeanants and then submit release recommendations to the Court. If the Court accepts the release recommendation, SMRP staff monitor an offender's court compliance until the case is disposed. SMRP staff screened over 2,300 cases in 1999 and made 844 releases with 85% appearing in court.

During the early stages of the program, SMRP staff recognized a growing number of homeless defendants who were not eligible for citation release because they lacked an address. In response, CJCJ worked with the Sheriff’s Department to establish the “No Local” Citation Project in 1991. This project targeted homeless offenders charged with misdemeanor offenses or infraction warrants. Because the “No Local” project did not release persons charged with bench warrants, court approval for the release was not required. Over the next six years, more than 1700 persons were released on their “promise to appear” in court with a compliance rate of 76%. Due to the project’s success, the San Francisco Sheriff’s Department changed its citation policies in 1997 to no longer exclude homeless persons.
**HRP: A Community Based Treatment Model**

A homeless offender presents a number of unique challenges beyond the lack of a stable address. Figure 1 (Appendix) illustrates how HRP employs the community-based treatment (CBT) model which serves as the blueprint for providing individualized care to homeless offenders. The HRP caseworker develops a care plan with the client and submits oral or written progress reports at all subsequent court dates.

During the primary screening stage, a SMRP staff member identifies homeless offenders arrested on misdemeanors in the jail. The secondary screening stage entails conducting a preliminary needs assessment, which determines the offender’s existing relationships with community providers and collects information on where the offender can be found in the community. This preliminary data is then submitted to the court for a recommendation for release from jail and HRP program participation. Once the release is approved, jail staff determine a temporary housing plan which could include supplying the client with a hotel voucher, and provides the HRP case manager with information on the client and his or her court date.

On the initial court date following release, the HRP case manager meets with the client and the assigned Public Defender to determine the

Consider the following case vignettes:

“Janice,” a 40-year-old Native American woman, was released to HRP in 1999 after being arrested on a bench warrant for burglary and shoplifting. Janice stated that she had been homeless for eleven months since losing her job in a fast food restaurant. During the assessment, the case manager learned that Janice had a history of suicide attempts and had been diagnosed as bipolar. She also spoke of being the victim of sexual abuse as a child and domestic violence as an adult. She stated that she had been drinking heavily for over fifteen years, since fleeing her marriage. Janice had made several attempts over the years to address her alcoholism in residential programs, but stated that she had been asked to leave due to her psychiatric issues.

The case manager initially focused on procuring her medication, which had been discontinued due to an administrative problem at the County General Hospital. While Janice waited for admittance into an appropriate treatment program, the case manager assisted her with the intake requirements of obtaining identification, proof of a TB test, and information on her diagnosis and medication. Janice was accepted into a residential program and her misdemeanor matter was later dismissed.

“Jimmy,” a 48-year-old white male, was released to the Project in 1998, after being arrested on a bench warrant for misdemeanor possession. He had been homeless for eight months, since the death of his mother. In addition to suffering from anxiety and depression related to his service in Viet Nam, Jimmy was diagnosed with HIV neuropathy and skin cancer, and had tested positive for TB. He also had a history of both methamphetamine abuse and involuntary psychiatric hospitalizations.
status of the pending criminal case. HRP staff accompany all clients to their court dates and strive to gain their active participation in what can be an alienating and quick-paced process. Immediately following their first court date together, the case manager conducts a more thorough needs assessment, collaborating with the client on designing a care plan which includes short and long-term goals, such as obtaining temporary/permanent housing, entering a substance abuse program or accessing medical treatment. Often short-term goals such as accessing mental health or substance abuse treatment will become incorporated into a court-mandated diversion program. However, the plan is created in collaboration with the client, and usually contains components, such as seeking medical care, which are irrelevant to the criminal proceedings.

Once the care plan begins to be implemented, the HRP case manager ensures that the client appears at all subsequent court dates. The case manager often spends the majority of his time outside of court working with clients in shelters, encampments, hotels and the street.

Clients are also invited to drop in at the office. Staff strive to make the office as inviting as possible by not requiring appointments, providing food, clothing, temporary storage, the use of the phone and the office safe for holding cash.

Initially, the case manager focused on coordinating his medical treatment with his primary care provider, since Jimmy was unreliable about making his appointments. This involved providing him with bus tokens or driving him to the hospital. The case manager also brought him to intake and follow-up appointments with HIV service providers so that he could receive food and appeal a recent denial for SSI benefits. With the documentation from his medical and psychiatric appointments, his SSI appeal was granted. After six months, Jimmy’s criminal matter was disposed and he was sentenced to probation. HRP staff continued to act as his payee and assisted him with money management until he found an affordable apartment.

“David is a 50-year-old African American native San Franciscan who had worked for over 20 years as a Merchant Marines seaman. He was referred to HRP in August of 1996 after his arrest on a misdemeanor battery bench warrant from 1993. In 1995, David was the victim of a violent assault that left him partially paralyzed on one side of his body and suffering from short-term memory loss. He had been homeless for almost one year, since his discharge from the hospital.

Even though David had an extensive history of failures to appear, the HRP case manager helped him to successfully make all of his scheduled court appearances and the criminal case was eventually dismissed. Among his primary service needs were dental services; he had no teeth, which inhibited his ability to eat and speak clearly. The HRP case manager reminded him of his appointments and picked him up after his oral surgeries. The case manager also persuaded David to get a payee to help him to protect his SSI benefits. As a result of this third party fiscal arrangement, Douglas secured stable housing in a long-term residential hotel.
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Beyond facing homelessness and pending criminal matters, the majority of HRP’s clients are also suffering from medical fragility, mental illness, and/or substance abuse. Approximately 85% of HRP clients are dealing with substance abuse issues and 50% have been diagnosed with a co-occurring mental illness. Often HRP clients can display disruptive behavior, inhibiting their ability to access services. So while assistance can sometimes entail a referral and a bus token, it often means accompanying a client to an appointment. Over the last two years, CJCJ has received supplemental foundation funding to allow us to hire peer advocates (former offenders who are in recovery) to assist the HRP case manager. By accompanying our clients to appointments, the peer advocate helps them control their frustrations with the often difficult intake processes of social service agencies. The use of peer advocates brings a special understanding of client issues to service delivery. The shared experiences of the client and case worker often help to establish the client/case worker relationship, thus facilitating the most positive and successful program outcomes.

Data Summary Points

While the experimental and comparison groups had similar prior San Francisco arrest histories, the experimental group showed a decrease in recidivism rates after participating in the Homeless Release Project:

• The data support an increase in the number of offenders who had no police contact (arrests) after establishing contact with HRP: fifteen (or 37%) for the experimental group and eight (or 20%) for the comparison group.

• The data support that the number of arraignments on new misdemeanor and felony cases decreased for HRP participants: eighteen for the experimental group and twenty-nine for the comparison group. We therefore conclude that the re-offense rate for the experimental group was 44%, and 71% for the comparison group.

• The data support that re-offenders who participated in HRP were less likely to be arraigned on felonies: eight (or 55%) of the experimental group were arraigned on felonies and twenty-four (or 83%) of the comparison group were arraigned on felonies.

• The data support that upon re-arrest, offenders in the experimental group were more likely to have their cases dismissed than the comparison group: seven discharges as compared to three.
**Methodology**

This study analyzes the recidivism rates of two populations of offenders: HRP’s successful graduates from the project’s first year of operation (experimental group) and offenders who did not receive HRP services (comparison group). Rates of recidivism were determined by reviewing individual San Francisco criminal histories from the point of staff contact (7/1/96 to 6/30/97) through March 1999, representing a study period range from 20 to 32 months. This analysis differentiates recidivism between arrest rates (which indicate police contact with no charges filed by District Attorney) and re-offense rates (which indicate that charges were filed by the District Attorney). We further broke down re-offenses into felony and misdemeanor categories.

The experimental group consists of forty-one individuals who were released from the county jail through HRP from July 1, 1996 through June 30 1997, and completed the program. Program completion is defined as maintaining contact with project staff and remaining on supervised release until the pending criminal matter is disposed after judicial review. The average length of stay on the caseload for these individuals was approximately five months, and their average duration of homelessness prior to their participation was two and a half years.
The comparison group was derived from two separate pools of homeless persons charged with misdemeanors. The first group consists of eighteen individuals who were released through HRP between July 1, 1996 and June 30, 1997 but failed to appear in court. Similar to the experimental group, these individuals were interviewed in the jail, had misdemeanor bench warrants and self-identified as homeless. However, after they did not appear in court, staff was unable to locate them, so they never participated in the program. To provide a valid comparison with the 41 persons in the experimental group, we decided to draw additional persons from the No Local Citation Program. We drew twenty-three non-random persons from the No Local database for the same time period of July 1, 1996 to June 30, 1997. Clients were selected to match the experimental group based on race, gender and offense incident (see table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No Arrests</th>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>Experimental</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Felonies</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misdemeanors</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>Experimental</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Race/Ethnicity</th>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>Experimental</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African American</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latino/a</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian/Pacific Islander</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native American</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Offense Incident (at point of staff contact)</th>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>Experimental</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Drug</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theft</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prostitution</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batteries</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle Codes</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trespass</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weapons</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vandalism</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obstructing</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 Prior criminal history figures do not include charges discharged by the District Attorney.
Prior Arrest Histories

We ran prior arrest histories for both groups after they were selected and found that offenders in both the experimental and comparison groups had highly comparable prior criminal histories. While the group selection process itself was non-random, the similarity in prior arrest histories supports our contention that these groups are comparable in likelihood of re-offending without the mediation of HRP.

Finding 1: Decrease in Overall Arrest Rates for HRP Participants

One of the most significant results was the number of HRP graduates who had no arrests during or following their participation in HRP. Fifteen (or 37%) of the experimental group did not recidivate as compared to only eight individuals (or 20%) in the comparison group. In other words, persons who did not receive services were almost twice as likely to be rearrested. The general deduction we make from this finding is that when the individualized needs of homeless offenders are met such as housing, benefits assistance and mental health and substance abuse treatment participants are better equipped to avoid future criminal behavior.

Finding 2: Decrease in Re-offense Rates for HRP Participants

As mentioned previously, the reoffense rate is defined as a new felony or misdemeanor charge filed by the District Attorney. Within the experimental group, eighteen participants were arraigned on new offenses, resulting in a recidivism rate of 44%, whereas within the comparison group twenty-nine members were arraigned on a new offense, resulting in a recidivism rate of 71%.
**Finding 3: Decrease in the Number of Serious Re-offenses for HRP Participants**

To further examine the re-offense rates of both the experimental and comparison groups, the charts below illustrate the differences in the seriousness of the re-offenses. The eighteen HRP participants who were arraigned on a new offense committed fewer felonies than those in the comparison group. Within the comparison group, twenty-nine persons had re-offenses: twenty-four (or 83%) were arraigned on felony counts and five (or 17%) were arraigned on misdemeanors. Within the experimental group, eighteen persons had re-offenses: eight (or 44%) were arraigned on felonies and ten (56%) were arraigned on misdemeanors. Although the experimental group had more misdemeanor re-offenses (ten as compared to 5), of importance here is that the HRP participants were arraigned on fewer re-offenses, and these tended to be of a far less serious nature than those of the comparison group.

**Finding 4: Greater Number of Discharges for HRP Participants**

HRP graduates who were arrested were more likely to have their cases discharged by the District Attorney’s Office than persons in the comparison group. Of the 26 individuals in the experimental group whose criminal histories indicated police arrests, seven (or 27%) were never arraigned while only three (or 9%) of the thirty-three comparison group arrestees were not discharged by the District Attorney. While an in-depth study of this discharge process was beyond the scope of this analysis, we can reasonably deduce that the re-arrests for the HRP experimental group were more diminimus than those in the comparison group.5

---

5 The number of District Attorney discharges includes one individual from each group where the DA pursued motions to revoke probation in lieu of prosecuting the new offense.
Discussion

Homelessness is a multifaceted social problem that is further complicated when intertwined with the judicial system. A source of amelioration is to remedy the serious disconnect between external community providers and the criminal justice system. Homeless offenders typically lack ties to community resources, which undermines their ability to comply with court demands. As such, homeless offenders naturally pose a special challenge to pretrial release standards of court compliance, especially for urban jails that process large numbers of misdemeanants.

The Homeless Release Project serves as organizational linkage between a homeless person’s detainment, subsequent court appearances and social services. The data illustrate that the differences in arrest rates and seriousness of offense between offenders who participated in HRP and the comparison group are attributable to this unique approach to community corrections. In addition, individualized treatment, which is the hallmark of the community-based treatment model, yields a positive long-term impact on the institutional level: reduced rate of re-offenses and reduced costs of over detainment.

Researchers have hypothesized that the homeless are monitored more closely and arrested more frequently due to their social status and physical appearance (Dunford 1987; Snow et al 1989). Persons who live their lives in the public domain are the most vulnerable to police scrutiny. The high number of police contacts for both the experimental and comparison groups must be understood within this context. While more in-depth evaluative studies need to be conducted, our preliminary data on the effectiveness of the Community Based Treatment model points to the need for structural as well as community alliances between judicial procedures and social services providers to reduce recidivism rates of homeless individuals.
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